In this paper, we present a framework for clustering and classifying cheque images according to their payee-line content. The features used in the clustering and classification processes are extracted from the wavelet domain by means of thresholding and counting of wavelet coeilficients. The feasibility of this framework is tested on a database of 2620 cheque images. This database consists of cheques from 10 different accounts. Each account is written by a different person. Clustering and classification are performed separately on each account using distance-based techniques. We achieved coiiect-classification rates of 86% and 81% for the supervised and unsupervised learning cases, respectively. These rates are the average of correct-classification rates obtained from the 10 different accounts.
[NTRODUCTION
Buried within image dahbases is a vast amount of valuable, unstructured information. One example of this is in a cheque image database. Banks that maintain image archives of their customers' cheques are interested in extracting and understanding the contents of various fields on a cheque. These fields include the payee line, the payor zone, the memo line and the date line.
In this paper, we present a technique for extracting and understanding useful information from the hand-written payee-line field on personal cheques. This information could be used by banks to provide customized service for their customers. For example, using this technology, banks may be able to provide detailed monthly statements for their customers broken down by payment type (e.g., utilities and rent). This information could also be used by banks to help identify trends in their customers' spending habits.
Payee-field recognition is a relatively difficult problem, given the high variability that exist in the handwriting style of different people and the high level of interference from graphics in the background and from stroke intrusions from other fields close to the payee field. Payee-field recognition is further complicated by being an unconstrained pattern recognition problem. This is the case since the payee name could be anything written in English.
So unlike natural language understanding applications, no syntax rules exist to limit the possibilities, and unlike courtesy or legal amount recognition, no rules exist to parse the payee field. For these reasons, regular character recognition systems that rely on segmenting text into individual characters and individually recognizing these characters was deemed to be an unsuitable approach
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to this problem. This problem is further compounded by the fact that many accounts are jointly held (e.g., husband and wife) which introduces variability in the handwriting of the payee field even within the same account. A more effective approach to this problem is to extract and analyze imaging features from the payee strokes. These features could then be used to characterize the text representing different payees in each customer's account. In this paper, we present a feature extraction method suitable for clustering and classifying handwritten text in the payee line. The features, which are extracted from the wavelet coefficients of the payee-strokes image, are shown to be adequate for discriminating between different payees without really understanding, or recognizing, the different constituent letters. This was demonstrated in both supervised and unsupervised learning tasks. Each of these learning modes can support a different class of payee recognition applications, depending on whether the training data is labeled or not.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Cheque images were first preprocessed to extract the payee strokes and to remove any unwanted noise. A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [l] transforms the image to the wavelet domain, where features are extracted. In unsupervised learning, a clustering and a labeling stage precede the classification stage. In supervised learning, class labels are known in advance so classification takes place immediately after feature extraction. In the following subsections, we present the database used in our experiments, followed by a description of the above steps in more detail.
The cheque database
To prepare a suitable database for this research, we asked 10 individuals to write cheques, with various backgrounds, to several payees over a period of 4 weeks. Each individual was asked to fill a given number of cheques each day. We also requested that individuals write no more than 5 cheques at a time. These measures were taken to insure a realistic cheque writing style. These filled cheques (a total of 2620 images) were then divided into training and testing sets. The training set consists of 1820 images, corresponding to 182 cheques written by each individual for 7 payees. The testing data set consists of 800 images, corresponding to 80 images per individual, 70 images for the 7 payees and 10 images termed as "others". 0-7 803-6725 -110 U$10.00 0200 1 IEEE 4k100 br+h $ y o
Preprocessing
The purpose of this stage is to attempt to extract the pixels representing the payee strokes while suppressing the neighboring or overlapping background noise. Although the location of the payee field on personal cheques is fixed, the extraction algorithm had to deal with several issues. These issues include: identifying the exact location of the payee text within the payee field; suppressing background noise; removing interfering strokes from other fields: removing the hand drawn horizontal line that some people draw to the right of the payee; and dealing with the different possible locations of the machine-printed "Pay to rhe order of' term, located to the left of the payee field.
To address the above issues, a set of heuristic spatial-domain rules was developed. These heuristics include: extracting the payeefield box from a pre-specified location in the gray scale image of the cheque; binarizing the extracted payee-field box; locating the horizontal payee line (printed on the cheque below the payee field) using a vertical pixel projection; identifying the various connected components; removing some of these connected components based on certain criteria, such as the size and location of the component with respect to the payee horizontal printed line: and restoring each black pixel in the cleaned binary image to its original gray scale value. Figure I shows the output during the various preprocessing stages.
Wavelet feature extraction
There is growing interest in using wavelet features for image retrieval in diverse applications, including object identification [2] , Fig. 2 . Seven different classes of payees represented by their mostdiscriminant 2 features (generated from the principal component analysis) for each payee class within one account.
medical-images retrieval [3] , and texture analysis [4] . These features are generally extracted from the two-dimensional wavelet coefficients of the image under investigation [2] . For example, statistical features, such as means and standard deviations of coefficients, are commonly used. Such features provide partial invariance to position and orientation [4] . As another example, in [5], the fractal dimension (a number characterizing the "srructure" of an image) of each subband is estimated using alternating sequential filters. The fractal dimensions vector is then used as the feature vector for each image in the database. Wavelet features are also sometimes extracted from the one-dimensional wavelet transform of the image histogram [6] .
For our application, we used the Haar wavelet [7] , which is the simplest, and hence fastest to compute, wavelet transform. However, the process described here is applicable to any wavelet function. Wavelet features were extracted from the horizontal and vertical detail bands at level 1 (the highest resolution level). The vertical and horizontal detail bands specify the location of the vertical and horizontal activities, respectively. The diagonal detail band is not used because horizontal and vertical strokes are better in characterizing and differentiating between handwritten text.
The main feature extraction idea utilized here is to divide the horizontal and vertical detail bands each into n vertical parts, where n is experimentally selected. In each part, only strong coefficients (those with large absolute values) are considered. This is accomplished by establishing a threshold T on the absolute value of the coefficients, where T is also experimentally chosen. In each part, the count of coefficients larger than the threshold T is taken as a feature in the feature vector. For example, assuming n = 4, a payee-strokes image is represented by an 8-dimensional feature vector. That is, 4 features are extracted from the horizontal detail band, and 4 features are extracted from the vertical detail band. In order to be able to visualize the degree of discrimination offered by the extracted features, Principal Component Analysis [8] was used to identify the most discriminating two features. Each of these two features is a linear combination of all of the proposed wavelet features. Figure 2 shows a plot, in Euclidean space, of the 7 different classes of payees, in one account, represented by their most discriminating 2 features (generated by the principal component analysis). In the plot, each group of symbols represents multiple instance of one payee, written by the same individual in a given account. The ellipses are the unit-standard-deviation contours of each class. Note that there is no overlap between the contours which indicates that the features are adequate for discriminating among the various payee classes in this account.
Clustering and classification
As pointed out in the introduction, two learning modes were explored in this work. In the supervised mode, the training samples are labeled. That is, we know which image belongs to which class. The problem then is to classify each sample in the test set as belonging to one of the classes learned during the training process, or to reject it. On the other hand, if no prior class labeling information is available, unsupervised learning techniques can be used to establish clusters among i:he initially available training-set images. The rejection mechanism is implemented by establishing a rejection threshold R on the distance between a given test sample and the centroid of the nearest class. This threshold controls the behavior of the classifier:; towards images in a testing set that do not belong to any of the classes of the training set, i.e., the "others" group. When the threshold is set to zero, all images in the test set are rejected. On the other hand, when the threshold is very large, images in the "others" group are forcibly classified to one of the classes in the training set.
To assess the performance of the proposed feature set, we used a fuzzy C-means scheme [9] to cluster the unlabeled training sets in an unsupervised mode, and several distance-based classification schemes, including Minimum Euclidean Distance (MED), Minimum Intra-Class Distance (MICD), and K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifiers [lo, 1 I], to classify testing sets. Experimentally, we noted that any KNN classifier is better than MICD or MED. In addition, INN resulted in the best performance, on average. Due to the limited space, we report only results obtained using the 1 NN classifier.
RESULTS
The results reported here are based on a writer-dependent classification mode. In this mode, a classifier is built for each account using training data from that account. The classifier is consequently tested on data from the same account. This is a realistic setup for the intended application, where the account on which a particular cheque is drawn is known in advance.
Several supervised experiments were performed in order to come up with the best values for the n and T parameters (discussed in Section 2.3). Values of 12 = 4 and T = 20 were found to yield the best overall correct classification rate, averaged over all training data sets and excluding the "others" group. Tables 1 and 2 show detailed 1NN classification results for two test sets after supervised learning. Such tables are also known as confusion matrices. These tables show 2 samples among the best and worst performances, respectively. In each table, the rightmost column lists, for each payee, the total number of images in the testing data set. Each row in the table shows the number of testing images that are classified to each payee class. The number in the lower right cell is the total number of testing images. Note that there are 10 "orher" images. Note also that some classes have 7 testing images, whereas other classes have 14 testing images. This is due to the way the data sets were collected. As an illustrative example, consider Table 1 . ''Bell" has 7 testing images whereas "Visa" has 14. The "Bell" row indicates that 7 of the 7 images were correctly classified as "Bell". The "Visa" row indi- cates that 1:3 of the 14 images were correctly classified as "Ksa", while the remaining image was classified as "Bell". Moreover, the "Waterloo North Hydro" row, representing the "orhers" group in this case, indicates that 10 out of the 10 "other" images have been successfully rejected. On the other hand, the "rejected" column indicates that only one "Bell Canada" image has been mistakenly rejected. It is worth noting that the performance of this system appears to be homogeneous as witnessed by the similar overall accuracies obtained in the best and worst cases, shown in Tables 1  and 2 , respectively. In order to assess the performance of the proposed method, three measuring schemes were utilized. The first is the accuracy, i.e., the percentage of correctly processed images as a function of the rejection threshold R. Figure 3 shows a plot of the accuracy (averaged over all 10 data sets) as a function of the rejection threshold R, in the supervised case. as a function of the rejection threshold R. Note that the 86% peak occurs at a threshold value around 81. In the unsupervised case, the maximum average accuracy dropped to 8 1 % .
Two other measures of performance are the type I and type I1 classification errors. These are plotted in Figure 4 versus the rejection threshold R. Type I error reflects the number of images that are mistakenly rejected, whereas type 11 error reflects the number of ''other" images that are mistakenly classified to any of the seven classes. It is clear from the plot that a threshold value of approximately 50 constitutes a good trade-off for minimizing both types of error in this case.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a methodology for mining useful information from the payee field in cheque images. A compact feature vector based on the discrete wavelet transform was used to effectively characterize the handwritten payee field. Supervised and unsupervised experiments show the superiority of the former clustering technique for payee-field classification. It is worth noting that the presented methodology is not limited to mining cheque images, but can rather be applied to extracting information from images of various document classes.
